sEMG-based detection of poor posture: a feasibility study.
The cost of the medical treatment of low back pain (LBP) was estimated to be $24 billion in the early 90s. Also, 80% of the LBP is estimated to be due to poor or inappropriate posture. The ultimate goal of the project is to develop a surface electromyography (sEMG)-based device that could be used to prevent and treat LBP by postural re-education or simply for on-the-spot sEMG feedback. In this paper we present the results and conclusions of a feasibility study for sEMG-based poor posture classifier. The results show that a s-EMG based poor posture classifier could be possible. The sensitivity for the best linear classifier model was 72% and the specificity was 78%. The same signal feature returned very different results from one participant to another. This inter-subject variability could be due to different muscular activation patterns during posture correction.